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Au Gres-Sims Teacher Accepted to Professional 

Development Language Immersion Tour in Madrid, Spain  

November 21, 2018 

AU GRES, MI – Lydia Rodarte, a Spanish and English Language Arts teacher at Au Gres-

Sims School District, has been selected by EF Tours to participate in a fully sponsored, five 

day, Professional Development Language Immersion Tour in Madrid, Spain in February 

2019.  EF Tours provides this Language Immersion Tour opportunity as a means to promote 

increased international learning opportunities for students.  The professional development 

itinerary that Mrs. Rodarte will experience uses Madrid’s rich culture as a focal setting and 

builds each day around a different theme that ties together daily language classes, cultural 

activities, and interactions with locals. 

“I am excited for this opportunity to expand my experience in a new country, and to gain a 

broader outlook on global topics for both myself and my students that can be shared beyond 

a traditional school setting,” stated Mrs. Rodarte.  She continued, “Because of the perceived 

barriers of limited world travel opportunities that exist throughout our region, we have a vision 

at Au Gres-Sims to create partnerships with other interested school districts that might allow 

area high school students to travel internationally.  The ability to travel to Spain opens new 

doors of discovery for myself and our district that may ultimately lead to the creation of a new 

international student travel program that would better prepare students as global citizens in 

an interrelated world.” 

Au Gres-Sims Superintendent, Jeffrey Collier, stated, “I am incredibly proud of the initiative 

and devotion to academic excellence that Mrs. Rodarte displays daily on our campus.  Her 

modeled leadership and growth mindset to pursue this unique professional learning 

experience that promotes language, culture, and global awareness continues to exemplify 

why Au Gres-Sims is a “Destination District.” 

 

About EF Educational Tours 

EF Educational Tours helps teachers in North America to incorporate international travel into 

their lessons.  EF’s escorted tours, known as the Global Classroom, allow student groups to visit 

http://www.eftours.com/
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historic sights, marvel at natural wonders and “learn it by living it.”  EF is the only fully accredited 

international tour company and a Strategic Council Member of the prestigious Partnership for 

21st Century Skills.  EF Educational Tours is a division of EF Education First, the world leader in 

international education.  Since 1965, EF has helped more than 15 million students learn a 

language, discover the world, or earn an academic degree.   

About Au Gres-Sims School District 

Au Gres-Sims School District, a "Destination District," is located in Arenac County, Michigan.  

The district is nestled on the sunrise side of Lake Huron and includes the Charity Islands.  

Encompassing approximately 72 square miles, the district is also comprised of roughly 27 miles 

of shoreline, which ranges from natural frontage and sugar sand beaches to residential property.  

Au Gres is renowned for offering an incredible quality of life, abundant natural resources, and a 

rich cultural history. 

Au Gres-Sims School District is proud to be known as a “public school with a private school feel” 

for its combined strength in academic achievement and entire preschool through twelfth grade 

school experiences.  Au Gres-Sims is a progressive district that is recognized statewide, as well 

as nationally, for consistently and proactively modeling best educational practices using data-

driven research and advanced instructional technology.  The district remains dedicated to 

creating a Culture of Learning that provides career and college resource opportunities for 

learners to gain advanced skill acquisition for an internationally competitive job market within a 

global economy. 
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